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Abstract 
Optimization of large economy and power engineering systems leads to degenerate solutions of a high dimensionality. This is a very 
strong mathematical complication. It however allows the future evolution of power engineering to be considered both as based on joint 
operation of nuclear power plants (NPP), coal-fired power plants (PP) and gas-fired PPs, and based on only NPPs. This requires a system 
optimization of the NPP parameters. 
Computational studies on optimal high-dimensionality systems have led to the degenerate space of admissible economy and power 
engineering solutions to be understood as a set of points on a lunar surface with a finite number of craters. Such degenerate space may be 
referred to as “non-convex, non-concave”. 
In other words, an N -dimensional degenerate “non-convex, non-concave” space of a high-dimensionality optimization problem ( N ≥ 10,000) 
looks like a “lunar surface” with craters of different depths. Craters form the neighborhood of locally optimal plans, and the locally optimal 
plan as such is on the bottom of a crater. The crater depth defines the value of the functional being optimized. Occasionally, the deepest 
but different craters include equally deep craters, that is, craters with equal values of the locally optimal plan functionals. The local 
optimum (local plan) in different craters may differ structurally, and the optimization problem functionals for these points may be equal in 
value. 
Calculations show that equally sized craters (with equal values of economy and power engineering development locally optimal plan 
functionals) occasionally include craters with locally optimal plans of economy and power engineering evolution (in a diversity of the 
potential combinations of economy and energy technology states) based only on coal- or gas-fired PPs, or on coal-/gas-fired and nuclear 
PPs, or on NPPs. By weighing the values of the locally optimal plan functionals in different craters, one can find an optimal solution – a 
locally optimal plan with the best functional value (e.g., in the event of the functional minimization, with the minimum objective functional 
value out of the entire number of the considered craters). 
Copyright © 2016, National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics Institute). Production and hosting by 
Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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Bature of degeneracy 
Optimization of large energy (or economy) systems rep-
esents a mathematical programming problem in which the
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he dynamics in such problems makes allowances of its own.
he material balances in optimization problems are described
y equalities and inequalities, and the commissioning of ca-
acities, as well as the installed capacity diagram, are de-
cribed using delta functions from the commissioning times
f these capacities; the current loading (production) diagram
lso exhibits a leap either at the time of the capacity com-
issioning or at the time of the capacity switchover from the
emand following mode to the full (threshold) loading mode.
here are also other optimization model relations that dis-
upt the convexivity of the set of solutions. The difficulty ofcow Engineering Physics Institute). Production and hosting by Elsevier 
vecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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ssolving such problems was noted already by classical authors
[1–4] . As we see it, it would be better to classify such mathe-
matical programming problems as “non-convex , non-concave ”
optimization problems. Such problems normally have a high
dimensionality. In an optimization problem like this, a typ-
ical inverse matrix dimensionality of 10,000 × 10,000 (a
larger dimensionality is possible) is not a surprise to anyone
nowadays. 
The theory of solving separately “concave” and “convex”
mathematical programming problems is well developed, while
numerical solution methods for such problems often make
part of a standard computer software library. 
The class of “non-convex, non-concave” optimization
problems is not so well developed. Meanwhile, it is exactly
them that are actual economy and power engineering prob-
lems. Such problems have another important complication (as
S.Vajda, one the classical authors, put it [1] ). In the event
of high-dimensionality optimization problems looking for the
optimal plan of developing large power engineering and econ-
omy systems, the locally optimal plan normally turns out to
be degenerate . In terms of a linear programming problem [2] ,
a degenerate reference (admissible, agreed) plan is that hav-
ing a certain variable x i equal to zero, with i coinciding with
the number of one of basis vector for the plan under con-
sideration. A degenerate situation is characterized by the fact
that all coefficients x i ≥ 0 and at least one of them is equal
to zero in the expansion of the vector P 0 for the vectors of a
certain basis P 1 , P 2 , … , P m 
P 0 = x 1 P 1 + x 2 P 2 , + · · · + x m P m . 
Mathematical methods aimed at finding the optimal plan
for a problem, e.g., a simplex process, suggest that all refer-
ence plans for the problem are non-degenerate . This assump-
tion guaranteed a decrease in the linear form value (where
the linear form, either a functional or an objective function,
has minimized) after each iteration of the simplex method.
Since any problem (following a linearization) possesses only
a finite number of bases, then the optimal plan is determined
through a finite number of iterations. 
This logic breaks down as soon as the existence of de-
generate reference plans is assumed, which is, clearly, more
close to reality. 
Besides, high-dimensionality optimization problems have
cyclicity as a property. In other words, optimization algo-
rithms select the sequence of bases leading to a cycle, that is,
a sequence of the bases periodically selected and failing to
satisfy to the criterion of optimality. In this case, evidently,
the optimal plan will never be achieved. It is possible to get
out of “cyclicity” through generation of algorithms for recog-
nizing and coming out of cycles. 
To date, no spaces of permissible solutions have been de-
scribed in literature in the class of degenerate “non-convex,
non-concave” optimization problems of a high dimensional-
ity. These dynamic optimization problems are of interest to
us primarily from the point of view of the NPP applicabil-
ity and competitiveness as part of small, medium and large
power grids. egenerate optimization problems and the space of their 
ermissible solutions (empirical space description) 
Optimal solutions for Russian energy sector depending on
he effective rate of exchange in Russian economy are pre-
ented in [5] . Russian economy differed in the discounting
ate value which was numerically equaled to the effective
nterest rate for construction and operation of power facili-
ies. The effective interest rate was changing numerically from
.05 (1/year) to 0.25 (1/year). It has been shown that, with the
ates being 0.15 (1/year) or more, nuclear power (NP) stays
eyond the optimal structure of Russian energy sector. Actu-
lly, this is one of the solutions for the evolution of Russian
ower engineering that can be referred to as a locally opti-
al degenerate solution. There are other degenerate solutions
or the evolution of Russian power engineering (including nu-
lear power) with an equally sized solving functional. Prior
o considering them, we shall note some properties of “non-
onvex, non-concave” degenerate spaces of permissible solu-
ions. These properties were experimentally obtained by Ya.V.
hevelev and the author back in the early 1980s in the process
f modeling and solving power engineering evolution prob-
ems of a high dimensionality, but it was only several years
go that it shaped into a non-contradictory representation of
 degenerate space of solutions. 
We shall describe geometrically the notion of degeneracy. 
In terms of a linear programming problem, the optimiza-
ion problem looks as: 
 = cx → min (1)
ith the constrains 
x = b, (2)
 ≥ 0. (3)
Here, F is the objective function (functional) to be op-
imized, с is the row vector of the objective function coef-
cients; A is the matrix of constraints for the optimization
roblem; x is the column vector of the optimization prob-
em variables; and b is the column vector of free terms (the
ight side of the constraints). The solution of such problem,
 = A −1 b , provides for the minimum of the function F where
 
−1 is the inverse matrix to the matrix A . 
We shall show the geometry of an N -dimensional degen-
rate space graphically in two dimensions (a sheet of paper).
We shall reduce the dimensionality of the optimization
roblem such that the dimensionality of the matrix A −1 will
e 3 × 3. Let the set of permissible solutions for such prob-
em be a cube (a convex set) shown in Fig. 1 . A permissi-
le solution of the optimization problem is achieved at any
oint inside or on the surface of the cube. It is proved in
he linear programming theory [1-4] that the optimal solution
s achieved at the cube corner. All the corners of this cube
or the shown system of coordinates are non-degenerate, so
he coordinates of the random corner А( x , y , z ) are not equal
o zero. Dash lines show the projections of this cube on the
urfaces ( X , Y ), ( Y , Z ), ( Z , X ). 
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Z 
X 
Y 
0
A (x,y,z) 
AYZ(0,y,z) 
AXZ(x,0,z) 
AXY(x,y,0) 
Fig. 1. A set (space) of permissible optimization problem solutions. All cor- 
ners of the convex polyhedron (cube), similarly to the corner A ( x , y , z ), are 
non-degenerate solutions with non-zero coordinates. The degeneracy of the 
corners, similarly to the corner A ( 0 , y , z ), occurs only on the cube projections 
on the planes ( X , Y ), ( Y , Z ), ( Z , X ) formed by the coordinate axes X , Y , Z. 
Z 
X 
Y 
0
A(x,y,z) 
AXY(x,y,0) 
AZX(x,0,z) 
AYZ(0,y,z) 
AY(0,y,0) 
AX(x,0,0) 
AZ(0,0,z) 
Fig. 2. A set (space) of permissible optimization problem solutions. The plan 
point A ( x , y , z ) is non-degenerate on the convex polyhedron (cube); the plan 
points A XY ( x , y , 0 ); A YZ ( 0 , y , z ); A XZ ( x , 0 , z ) are degenerate on the convex 
polyhedron (cube); the plan points A X ( x , 0 , 0 ); A Y ( 0 , y , 0 ); A Z ( 0 , 0 , z ) are 
degenerate on the convex polyhedron (cube) (a case of a greater degeneracy). 
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A  Let us leave the cube fixed, and transfer the system of co-
rdinates to one of the cube corners such that the coordinate
xes coincide with the cube faces emanating from that corner
 Fig. 2 ). Now only one corner А( x , y , z ) is a non-degenerate
ermissible solution. The rest of the corners are the projec-
ions A XY ( x , y , 0 ), A YZ ( 0 , y , z ), A XZ ( x , 0 , z) on the surface
nd the projections A X ( x , 0 , 0 ), A Y ( 0 , y , 0 ), A Z ( 0 , 0 , z ) on theoordinate axis, and are all degenerate permissible solutions.
f we treat this problem as a power engineering (or economy)
ptimization problem, then the minimum of the function F is
ost often reached exactly at one of the degenerate corners. 
The cube in a three-coordinate space has not changed its
ature and has stayed exactly where it was. By shifting the
ystem of coordinates and renormalizing the origin of coor-
inates, while not changing the nature of the problem, we
ave varied the coordinate values for the corners and for all
ther cube points. It means that one and the same space of
olutions may be non-degenerate in one system of coordinates
reference system), while being at the same time degenerate
n another reference system. 
Comment: As has already been mentioned, it is assumed
nitially when building optimization algorithms in the adopted
ystem of coordinates that the space of permissible solu-
ions is non-degenerate. Solving high-dimensionality econ- 
my or power engineering optimization problems however 
eads to degenerate locally optimal solutions. Therefore, ac-
ording to the mathematical logic rules, the original assump-
ion that the space of permissible solutions is non-degenerate
s not correct in the given reference system. The nature of
igh-dimensionality economy and power engineering opti- 
ization problems makes it possible to classify them as de-
enerate optimization problems. In other words, no such ref-
rence system has been so far found in which these prob-
ems would be non-degenerate and, therefore, well developed
lgorithms and methods for searching the optimum of non-
egenerate optimization problems could be legitimately ap-
lied to them. The transition from degenerate spaces to non-
egenerate spaces does not only require mathematical trans-
ormations but also touches upon the metaphysical concept of
 -dimensional spaces and their properties. This is especially
mportant in the transition from spaces of a lower dimension-
lity to a space of a higher dimensionality (at least by a unit)
nd vice versa. A question arises in this case: Does a space
f a higher dimensionality govern the actions of a space with
 dimensionality lower at least by a unit? If so, then, living
n a degenerate space, we, as it seems to us, follow our own
ill and act on our own without realizing that this will and
hese actions come to us “from above”, from a space of a
igher dimensionality, similarly to how “a patch of sunlight”
oving on the wall “thinks” that it moves to any wall points
f the wall by itself. 
Let us complicate the example. Fig. 3 presents an example
f a 3D solution space for a degenerate optimization problem.
he axes of this space are associated with the energy genera-
ion: by gas-fired thermal power plants (the X axis), by NPPs
the Y axis), and by coal-fired thermal power plants (the Z
xis). This figure shows that there may be degenerate solu-
ions, e.g., for the energy system evolution, at the points A (0,
 , z ) (involving coal-fired thermal power plants and NPPs),
t the points A ( x , 0 , z ) (involving gas- and coal-fired thermal
ower plants), and the points A ( x , y , 0 ) (involving thermal
ower plants and NPPs). There may be degenerate solutions
t the point A ( 0 , y , 0 ) (involving only NPPs); at the point
 ( 0 , 0 , z ) (involving only coal-fired thermal power plants);
198 A.V. Klimenko / Nuclear Energy and Technology 1 (2015) 195–201 
Fig. 3. Energy generation in degenerate locally optimal plans with equal values of the functional. The functional represents the integral overhead cost of the 
entire energy generation system program ( F Coal–NPP = F Coal-Gas = F NPP-Gas ). 
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Fig. 4. A fragment of the “lunar surface” of an N -dimensional “non-convex, 
non-concave” space in a degenerate optimization problem of a high dimen- 
sionality. The locally optimal plan at the point A of one crater on the “lunar 
surface” differs structurally from that at the point B of another crater. 
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i  and at the point A ( x , 0 , 0 ) (involving only gas-fired thermal
power plants). And the objective function (functional) value
for these solutions may be equal. In other words, the evo-
lution of the power system may follow the strategies having
equal values of the functional but being different structurally
(Coal – NP; Coal – Gas; Gas – NP; NP; Coal; Gas). More
complex combinations of equally valuable power system evo-
lution strategies are also possible. 
Numerous calculations on multidimensional “non-convex,
non-concave” spaces of permissible optimization problem so-
lutions allow this space to be represented ( Fig. 4 ) as a space
in the form of a “lunar surface” with a large but finite number
of craters (where the question is about minimizing the func-
tional). And if the question is about maximizing the func-
tional, then craters turn into mountains, their opposites. 
To put it differently, the N -dimensional degenerate “non-
convex, non-concave” optimization problem space of a high
dimensionality ( N ≥ 10,000) looks like a “lunar surface” with
craters of different depths. Craters form the neighborhood of
the locally optimal plans. The locally optimal plan proper
is on the crater bottom. The crater depth characterizes the
value of the functional being optimized. There are equally
deep craters among the deepest craters. In other words, there
are different craters with similar values of the locally optimal
plan functional. The local optimum (local plan) in such craters
may differ structurally. For example, the locally optimal plan
at the point A of one of the craters in Fig. 4 differs from
that at the point B of another crater, while the optimization
problem functionals for these points are equal: F A = F B . If you
get into a crater, you cannot get out of it. It only remains to
find the deepest crater point (the local optimum). 
By changing the initial reference points in the capacity
of the optimization process onset point, it is possible to get
into different craters. Since the number of craters is finite, all cf them may be enumerated. By weighing the values of the
unctionals for the locally optimal plans in different craters,
ne can find the locally optimal plan with the best value of
he functional (with the minimum value of the functional out
f the entire number of all craters considered, e.g., in the
vent of the functional minimization). This is exactly what
he optimal solution is. 
The initial reference points may be changed by disturb-
ng the right side b or the coefficients of the matrix of the
onditions A from ( 2 ). 
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Fig. 5. A typical “lunar surface” crater with a flat bottom in a degenerate 
optimization problem of a high dimensionality. The point A is the local 
optimum out the entire number of the points in this crater. 
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Fig. 6. A typical “lunar surface” crater in a degenerate optimization problem 
of a high dimensionality. 
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o  Fig. 5 shows how a crater of the “lunar surface” and its
ottom look like in such problems. It can be seen that the
rater bottom is flat in degenerate optimization problems.
ach crater bottom point is a permissible problem solution
iffering, in terms of functional, from the adjacent bottom
oint by a small amount, but the plan structure at these adja-
ent points is different. The local optimum is reached at the
eepest point A . Once getting onto the flat crater bottom, one
ay move slowly towards the local optimum point A . At that
oint, the value of the optimized functional is the smallest of
ll points in this crater. 
Fig. 6 shows a more detailed cut of a “lunar surface” crater.
he plan functional at the reference point F is several orders
f magnitude as great as at the crater’s local optimum point
 . The point F (583 T$) denotes the point F at which the plan
unctional value is equal to 583 10 + 12 USD with a discount-
ng rate being 0.10 (1/year). At another discounting rate, the
alues of the functionals will be different in a general case.
he arrows show the path for searching for local optimum in
he crater. The permissible degenerate solution on the edge of
he crater precipice (point F ) is the reference point (in terms
f mathematical programming) from which the “slalom” to
he local optimum point A on the crater bottom starts based
n the optimization algorithm. Given in brackets at each point
epresenting the permissible solution (plan) is the value of the
unctional in T$, that is, 1 10 + 12 USD. As can be seen, the
alue of the functional decreases by several orders of mag-
itude between the point F (the “slalom” start) and the point
 (the “slalom” end) (for the example in Fig. 6 , the decrease
s by two orders of magnitude; it may be also greater). The
ovement begins from the point F (583 T$) steeply and ver-
ically down to the area with practically equal values of the
unctional at any point of the given area, but still differing
y a small amount, and continues further through the area tohe extremity point E (282 T$). Then, steeply and vertically
gain down to the next area, and further, through the area,
o the extreme point D (117 T$). Further, there is a steep
gain with everything repeated again at the extreme points C
10 T$) and B (9 T$). When moving on the crater bottom,
he value of the functional changes scarcely, up to the local
ptimum at the point A (8 T$). 
It should be noted that, in degenerate economy, power en-
ineering and NP optimization problems, the locally optimal
lan for the power engineering with a structure based on coal-
nd gas-fired power plants (PP) may exist in one “lunar sur-
ace” crater of the permissible solutions space, while a per-
issible plan based on coal-fired PPs, gas-fired PPs and NPPs
ay exist at a neighboring point. The locally optimal plan for
n energy sector with coal-fired PPs, gas-fired PPs and NPPs
ay exist in another crater, while a permissible plan based on
oal- and gas-fired PPs may exist at a neighboring point. The
tructure of a locally optimal plan is understood as the whole
f the base vector of the mathematical model variables the so-
ution comprises, including the PP types and their respective
hares in energy generation. 
Craters exist in which only NP may constitute the locally
ptimal plan for the power engineering, while permissible
lans based on coal- and gas-fired PPs may exist at neigh-
oring points. 
Any combinations of competing power technologies are
ossible in permissible plans being near the locally optimal
lan of the crater. 
Surfaces of permissible solutions with a small number of
raters or even with one crater are possible in degenerate
ptimization problems of a high dimensionality. Such a crater
200 A.V. Klimenko / Nuclear Energy and Technology 1 (2015) 195–201 
Fig. 7. A flat-bottom “lunar surface” crater in a degenerate optimization 
problem of a high dimensionality. 
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iis shown in Fig. 7 . The local optimum may be searched for
from different reference points, e.g., F , F ′ , F ′′ . The descent
onto the crater bottom may be from the points F , F ′ , and F ′′ ,
each with its own path to the crater’s flat bottom. The flat
bottom of the crater, including the bottom boundary, forms
a set of points (locally optimal plans) with an equal value
of the functional being the smallest one in the given crater.
A flat bottom, e.g., may be parallel to the plane X , Y (see
Fig. 3 ) such that it becomes geometrically clear that the value
of the functional is equal for all bottom points. However,
the locally optimal plan has different structures at different
crater bottom points. Thus, it is only in one crater of the
permissible solutions surface that the whole of the possible
pattern of degenerate locally optimal plans is revealed on its
bottom if the bottom is flat . In energy terms, for example,
all above-mentioned combinations of energy generation with
coal-fired PPs, gas-fired PPs and NPPs are possible. Clearly,
in N -dimensional spaces, a hyperplane is understood to mean
a plane, and an N -dimensional surface, or a hypersurface, is
understood to mean a surface. 
On the crater bottom Fig. 7 shows points being the bound-
ary points of the crater bottom to where the optimization al-
gorithm leads. These points have structurally different locally
optimal plans. Further, the algorithm will not start moving to
find a plan with a still smaller functional, since the algorithm’s
“search engine” responding to the functional value variation
has got onto the surface (bottom) all points of which have
an equal functional value. Continuing to search for a locally
optimal plan with another structure (e.g. a structure which
includes NPPs) requires procedures to be introduced into the
algorithm for “disturbing” the boundaries of the optimization
problem resources and variables. This makes it possible to
find the crater bottom points (locally optimal plans) distantrom the boundary of this bottom. All points of a flat bottom
ave an equal functional value being the smallest one in the
iven crater. Therefore, the set of the bottom points, includ-
ng the boundaries of the given bottom, give birth to a set of
ocally optimal plans in a degenerate optimization problem of
 high dimensionality. The dash line on the flat crater bottom
n Fig. 7 shows the vector path leading to a point distant
rom the crater bottom boundary in the process of searching
or a locally optimal plan with a plan structure other than the
ocally optimal plan at a point on the flat bottom boundary. 
Further on we shall focus primarily on the craters the lo-
ally optimal plans in which include NPPs. 
onclusion 
Finding system solutions (specifically complex ones) is
ased on the optimal planning theory. Such solutions include
conomy and power engineering solutions. In real optimal
lanning problems, such solutions are degenerate economy
nd power engineering solutions. 
In a primitive mathematical sense, degeneracy is simplifi-
ation. This is not case however. In modern mathematics of
 -dimensional spaces (it is exactly them that describe real
rocesses), degeneracy is a serious complication. It is asso-
iated with “peculiarities”, e.g., with a large number of base
roblem solution variables equal to zero. A minor disturbance
f the problem conditions (in the framework of the initial data
ncertainty) causes the numbers of the base variables equal
o zero to vary. It is very hard to arrive at a stable solution to
he entire system (e.g., a power system) as an agreed solution
o its individual links. The thing is that the mentioned “fluid-
ty” of a degenerate solution occurs in the bases of solutions
or each of the system’s links. Unfortunately, there are no
ow efficient methods to solve high-dimensionality degener-
te problems because of these being utmostly complex. 
Computational studies of optimal high-dimensionality sys-
ems have led to a degenerate space of permissible economy
nd power engineering solutions being understood as a set of
oints on a “lunar surface” with a finite number of craters.
ocally optimal solutions of such problems are reached on
he crater bottoms. Equally sized craters with equal values of
he economy and power engineering evolution functionals in-
lude craters (among other possible combinations of economy
nd energy technology states) with only coal- and gas-fired
ower plants, only coal-/gas-fired and nuclear power plants,
nd only NPPs. 
An empirical description of the permissible solutions space
or degenerate economy and power engineering optimization
roblems is based on the author’s nearly 40-year experience
n solving high-dimensionality optimization problems. Some
esults from such calculations for Russian power engineering
re presented in [5] . Further papers will deal with degenerate
ptimal plans of the Russian power engineering evolution for
he options of economy with different time prices and will
how system criteria for estimating the optimality of the ex-
sting and future PPs (including different types of NPPs). This
s an important step in the PP (NPP) system design. 
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